How many sounds? Challenge 4

1. Sometimes it is a letter group and not just a single letter that is code for a sound. Look at the words below. Circle the letters and letter groups that are code for the separate sounds. Write the number of sounds in the box next to the word. The first one has been done for you.

   a) **bottle** 4 sounds
   b) **duck**  sounds
   c) **puzzle**  sounds
   d) **dress**  sounds
   e) **rabbit**  sounds
   f) **cuddle**  sounds

2. Look at page 33 of the *Oxford Phonics Spelling Dictionary* and find *four* words that have *four* sounds. List the words below.

   a) ____________________________
   b) ____________________________
   c) ____________________________
   d) ____________________________

Support

spelling using phonics with: